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The current options to backup, restore, and create a highly available, replicated Microsoft SQL solution is complex, costly, 
and requires a dedicated IT staff. Today, businesses demanding zero structured data loss and highly available SQL 
Servers typically follow one of these paths:

Microsoft SQL Server Failover Cluster
This method is not cost effective and demands version consistency along with consuming IT man hours to 
routinely manage and maintain the solution.

Replicated SQL Environment
This method is done with a combination of data replication vendors working with infrastructure and SQL 
administrators. The total cost and complexity associated with running a replicated SQL environment is typically 
out of reach for many companies.

Data Loss in SQL Server is Now a Thing of the Past for ALL Businesses
Quorum’s High Availability Solution for SQL empowers you to restore a SQL Server in minutes without suffering from 
structured data loss. We have built this solution to be cost effective, easy to setup, and simple to recover any SQL Server. 
This solution is ideal for businesses that need highly available SQL Servers and have no tolerance for data loss. 

Here’s how we protect your SQL Server database and minimize your risk of structured data loss with Quorum onQ:

  All SQL servers are cloned and held in an application-consistent ready-to-run state so you can

Log replication goes directly to the Quorum onQ appliance to ensure the lowest possible application data loss.

Quorum onQ leverages 10G networking and flash arrays to ensure the fastest log replication to a purpose-built 
recovery appliance.

Simple setup and I/O load handling so your production SQL servers will have low I/O impact caused by instant 
replication and recovery 

Centralized dashboard and control panel with a simple user-interface gives you a unified view of all application and 
SQL servers, allowing you to quickly respond to system outages.

Through a quick failover test, you can realize recovery point objectives (RPO) in seconds and recovery time objectives 
(RTO) in minutes.

A Solution for Businesses with Zero Tolerance for Data Loss

High Availability for Microsoft SQL 
Server Without the Cost and Complexity
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About Quorum: Quorum believes data backup and recovery for businesses should be fast, easy, and reliable, while providing 
extraordinary customer support and transparent pricing. Quorum’s solutions were originally developed for U.S. naval combat 
systems, and the company is now backed by Toba Capital and industry veterans with decades of experience from Quest Software, 
Dell, Symantec, and beyond.

RPO
SQL Servers

10 Seconds
No Load on SQL Server

1 Hour
Pending Production
Server Speeds

15 Min
Pending Production
Server Speeds And
Veeam Backup

1 Hour
Pending Production
Server Speeds

RTO
SQL Servers

5 Min
One-Click restore.
Quorum onQ handles all
SQL recovery at boot.

15 Min
6 Step process +
post startup SQL Log
recovery 

> 15 Min
Dependent on
Veeam backup server
performance + post
startup SQL Log
recovery

1 Hour
Not application
consistent + post 
startup
SQL Log recovery

How Does Quorum Compare to Veeam, Unitrends, Datto, and Others?
Backup and Disaster Recovery (DR) vendors that deploy local high availability (HA) hardware do NOT offer SQL replication. 
Why? Because it’s a challenge to keep transactions synchronized between a SQL Server and its backup clone. Quorum 
has overcome this challenge. 
As a result, Quorum onQ for SQL Server offers RTO at 5 minutes and RPO at 10 seconds, the fastest on the market.  

Here’s how we compare with other leading Backup and Disaster Recovery (DR) vendors:

Questions to ask yourself before hitting renew on your current backup/DR provider
Can your current backup/DR solution recover a SQL Server in 5 minutes WITH the most recent transactions intact?

Are your Microsoft SQL servers hosting critical data that demand instant recovery and no data loss?

Have you considered the impact of losing transactions in the event of a SQL outage?

Have you been turned away from constant SQL replication because of cost or complexity?
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